Peace and Order Mark MSC Anti-war Protests

By Carla Capizzi
Staff Writer

Monday’s student rally in front of Sprague library kicked off a series of anti-war activities at Montclair State this week. The actions at MSC followed in the wake of increased American involvement in Vietnam.

A crowd of about 150 students gathered around the library steps to hear several speakers criticize increased bombing raids on North Vietnam and the American role there in general.

ALTHOUGH THE speakers condemned the war and presidential policies, the emphasis of the rally was on non-violent, voluntary cooperation and on working ‘within the system,’ to let student opinion be heard. Marches, petitions, canvassing of local neighborhoods and active participation in political campaigns were recommended as effective channels of protest.

The rally itself was peaceful and orderly. Participants stood or sat on the library steps and railing, along the fountain wall and on the grass, quiet except for brief intervals of applause.

Scores of others hurried past the area without stopping.

ISSUES AND ANSWERS

THR Stresses Individual Rights During ‘Strike’

By Susan Kelly
Staff Writer

Montclair State was faced with the prospect of a student strike this week as a handful of students attempted to organize a protest against the recent escalation of the Vietnam war.

For MSC president Thomas H. Richardson, this has been the second such protest. In May 1970, the college shut down when students protested the entrance of United States into Cambodia.

THREAT ARE two key elements in this issue,” the softspoken Richardson explained. He said that students are free to speak and assemble and that “no coercion will be used to prevent people from assembling.”

Richardson added, however, that “people coming to the campus have a right to attend class.”

“I DEPLORE the escalation of the bombing,” Richardson stated. “It is widely recognized that the war in Vietnam was a mistake,” he said, adding that he has written to senators and to U.S. President Richard Nixon on such issues as the draft and the American troop withdrawal.

On Monday, students met with Richardson to protest the removal of strike signs hung on campus buildings on Sunday night. Richardson expressed concern on the grounds that the signs gave the impression to incoming students that the college was on strike.

The issue was resolved when Richardson agreed to allow antiwar signs to hang on buildings without fear of removal by security guards. He would not guarantee their protection from students, however and warned that action would be taken if the buildings were defaced.

A FALSE release allegedly from Richardson’s office has been circulated throughout campus. This letter supports a boycott of classes and, in a letter to faculty, students and staff, Richardson denied writing it. The president stated that the release is dittoed in blue on an absolute form of State of New Jersey stationery. The signature also bears an incorrect middle initial.

Richardson reemphasized that “as a person I'm concerned about the war but as college president, I'm concerned about the people who come here to study.”

Vic DeLuca, a strike organizer and Student Government Association representative, urged students to register and vote in the national elections.

He stressed that the student boycott of classes was purely voluntary and that no student would be forced to cut classes.

DeLuca called for volunteers to help in making signs and posters, distributing flyers and canvassing the local area.

FORMER DAILY editor Richard Insley welcomed those present to the “seventh annual” protest against the war, adding that “there shouldn’t have been seven or even two... and there better not be an eighth.”

A Vietnam veteran, Insley contended that the US “had no right” to be in Vietnam and “should never have been there.”

Peter Shuchter of SANE urged students to canvas in their communities, preferably on a one-to-one basis. He also asked students to lobby for anti-war legislation and to support peace candidates. He warned that there was “no quick solution” to the conflict.

Another MSC senior, Rick Palumbo, reviewed Sen. George McGovern’s (D -- S D) political career and asked student support for McGovern in the presidential election.

MSC President Thomas H. Richardson (right foreground) confer with strike organizers David Beckwith, Cora Fisher, Bruce Conforth and others.

College Will Not Close

THR Stresses Individual Rights During 'Strike'
Candidates Cover War Memorial, MAC

By Carol Giordano
Staff Writer

In two-hour-long sessions sponsored by the freshman class and marked by Provo performances and a poor student turnout, Student Government Association presidential candidates Bruce Conforth, Sam Crane and Sal Meola debated the major campaign issues of SGA effectiveness, the tuition hike and favored SGA funds. He also opposed the present campus infirmary a "farce" and called for the institution of a qualified first aid team at Montclair State. He said that "there is going to be a tuition increase but it must be kept at a fair minimum." He added that sending letters to legislators protesting the increase was "ridiculous," and later said that "tuition is going up no matter what we say.

During the debates Provo candidate Conforth performed card tricks, dropped paper helicopters and exploded a paper bag.

In his opening statements, Conforth promised to "restore life, vitality, love, joy and peace to MSC." He said: "There is no student apathy at MSC, just bad managers." Meola took the opposing viewpoint, commenting that the poor turnout at the debates "just goes to show how much interest we have in our school."

Approximately 10 students attended the first debate, while 20 were present for the Friday session.

CITING his work against the tuition increase, Crane stated, "We went down to Trenton and asked questions that were never asked. I'm not talking about only money matters. I'm talking about a whole new movement on the state level." He stressed the need for involvement with the state, and added, "We must have a commitment to the students."

Debate moderator Michael Dobrowolski, freshman class rep, asked several questions concerning the issues to the candidates. Each was then given two minutes to answer. Following the official question-and-answer period, the candidates were given one minute each to answer queries from students.

Dobrowolski asked the candidates about their proposals for improving the effectiveness of the SGA. Conforth responded, "In the assumption that it can be made more effective, I will be the first president in SGA history to say 'no' to the administration. I will attend meetings and have regular office hours. I will be seen."

Meola said that "SGA effectiveness lies in the student body. The SGA can only work as much as the students want it to work. The SGA president should not just be present--it is not enough to be present."

WHILE agreeing with Conforth about holding office hours, Crane said he would like to bring more student groups, like the Human Relations Laboratory, to the SGA. "Probably the most important thing is bringing a diversity of opinion to the SGA," he concluded.

All three candidates agreed that SGA should be a class one organization, giving the SGA more control over its budget. Conforth said he would like to see a $2.25 admission charge for major sports events to reduce the money that must be given to MAC by the SGA. Meola, on the other hand, called for a "small increase" in MAC's budget. He said that "if you limit sports, you limit the college's prestige."

The candidates also agreed on the need for a shuttlebus service on campus. Responding to Dobrowolski's question about the SGA's allocation of $10,000 to this service, Crane said, "It's about time. The allotment of $10,000 is valid with the mudflats closing and more students having to use the quarry. It is a good, sound proposal that will serve the students well."

Meola would like to see a "bus service within a mile or two miles of the school." He established: "It would alleviate a great deal of the parking problem," he said, by reducing the number of cars used by off-campus students.

SOME GRAD SCHOOLS ARE MORE CHALLENGING THAN OTHERS.

It's graduation day and there you stand...diploma in hand and future in doubt. You could go on to graduate school or you could look for a job in today's ever-tightening job market. Or, you could put your education to work immediately by applying for the Air Force's Officer Training School program.

Upon qualification, you'll find yourself beginning 12 weeks of specialized study designed to prepare you for the challenge and responsibilities of an officer's commission. And, give you the chance to go on to flight school to earn those famous silver wings as an Air Force pilot or navigator.

OTS is your chance to break away from the crowd and be recognized. For all the facts, mail in the coupon. Or, call 800-361-1972 toll free.

Remember, with an Air Force future, the sky's no limit. * In New Jersey call 800-462-2803.

ROLLING STONE MAGAZINE
OPENINGS FOR ON-CAMPUS REPS.

APPLICATIONS SALES, PRODUCT SAMPLING, PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGNS, EXCELLENT COMMISSIONS, FREE SUMMER CAMPING, TRIP TICKETS TO EUROPE FOR TOP SALESPEOPLE...WRITE IMMEDIATELY: ROLLING STONE CAMPUS - 78 E. 56th Street, New York, New York 10022.
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In the wake of student protest against the escalation of the Vietnam war, the Student Government Association has gone on record as opposing the Government Association has protest against the escalation of the antiwar protests at MSC, renewed bombing in North Vietnam and is supporting an immediate withdrawal of American forces from that area. 

Vic DeLuca, history department rep and an organizer of the antia war protest at MSC, submitted the bill to the legislature. The bill also calls for support of “those students who are attempting to rally mass opinion.” Students are urged to contact their senators and representatives concerning a movement to end funding for the war in 30 days. DeLuca’s bill also requested a $500 donation from the unappropriated surplus to the Montclair State Student Peace Coalition. That request will be reviewed by the SGA’s financial board.

DeLuca explained that the current protest is not an attempt to shut down the college. It’s purpose is to “get students more involved in changing the law,” he said.

Chris Breeden, freshman class rep, proposed an amendment denouncing North Vietnam for their aggression. Breeden explained that the bill should oppose all war and include criticism of both the United States and North Vietnam. Larry Bishop, School Social and Behavioral Sciences rep, objected to the amendment saying that it was “not germane to the bill at hand.” Carol Fryczynski, political science department rep, agreed on the grounds that the bill should “just be concerned with the United States.” DeLuca said that the purpose of this bill is so “when other colleges call and ask ‘what about our student government’, instead of saying ‘what about our student government’; we can say ‘this is what our SGA did’.”

Supports Troop Withdrawal

SGA Opposes Renewed Bombing

In the wake of student protest against the escalation of the Vietnam war, the Student Government Association has gone on record as opposing the renewed bombing in North Vietnam and is supporting an immediate withdrawal of American forces from that area.

Vic DeLuca, history department rep and an organizer of the antia war protest at MSC, submitted the bill to the legislature. The bill also calls for support of “those students who are attempting to rally mass opinion.” Students are urged to contact their senators and representatives concerning a movement to end funding for the war in 30 days. DeLuca’s bill also requested a $500 donation from the unappropriated surplus to the Montclair State Student Peace Coalition. That request will be reviewed by the SGA’s financial board.

DeLuca explained that the current protest is not an attempt to shut down the college. It’s purpose is to “get students more involved in changing the law,” he said.

Chris Breeden, freshman class rep, proposed an amendment denouncing North Vietnam for their aggression. Breeden explained that the bill should oppose all war and include criticism of both the United States and North Vietnam. Larry Bishop, School Social and Behavioral Sciences rep, objected to the amendment saying that it was “not germane to the bill at hand.” Carol Fryczynski, political science department rep, agreed on the grounds that the bill should “just be concerned with the United States.”

DeLuca said that the purpose of this bill is so “when other colleges call and ask ‘what about our student government’; instead of saying ‘what about our student government’; we can say ‘this is what our SGA did’.”

Use to the Friday executive elections, the MONTCLARION will publish a special post-election issue Mon., May 1.

Profiles of the candidates can be found on pages 7 and 10 of today’s issue.

The polls will be open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. tomorrow in the lobby of Memorial auditorium for all four classes, freshmen through seniors to vote.
**And Here She Is --**
**A 'Mini Miss MSC'**

By Diane Forden
Staff Writer

Despite a lack of funds, the Miss Montclair State pageant will be held this year, according to Ken Zurich, MSC graduate assistant. Zurich is chairman of a committee composed of approximately 10 to 15 students who have volunteered to organize a program to name a successor to Peggy Carissimo, assistant. Zurich is chairman of the Student Activities Office. "They are people I associated with any particular organization," Zurich said of the committee. "They are people I have asked to help and people who frequent the Student Activities Office." Zurich became the committee chairman for the pageant when asked by Tom Stepnowski, director of student activities. "I'm working on my masters in student personnel and doing my field work in Tom's office," he explained. "I wanted a project to work on for experience in student activities and since someone was needed to run the pageant, I agreed to do it."

The annual contest, sponsored by Phi Lambda Pi fraternity and Delta Theta Phi sorority last year, caused both Greek organizations financial difficulty. According to Zurich, the debt from the 1971 pageant has just recently been paid and Phi decided not to conduct the contest this year after failing to solicit funds from the Student Government Association. "Phi didn't even have $125 for the state pageant entrance fee," Zurich commented.

SIMILARLY, ZURICH said, this year's pageant committee is not working with any budget. Pat Merrick Stepnowski (Miss MSC 1970) and Kay Sender have been soliciting neighboring businesses for gifts in the form of donations. Flowers, jewelry, shoes, dresses and movie and dinner tickets have been obtained, Zurich revealed.

Also, Zurich has asked the Alumni Association for $150 to $175 which will be used for the scholarship. "If the Alumni Association cannot contribute this money," Zurich said, "then the winner will just receive the gifts we have been able to obtain and any surplus money from the ticket sales."

"This will not be the typical, large pageant as it has been in the past," Zurich continued. "It's really a mini-Miss MSC contest, basically because there is not enough interest. We are conducting the pageant in the studio theater (K-200) as we don't expect a large audience."

According to Zurich, Nathan Zauber, the New Jersey State pageant chairman, has been instrumental in helping plan the contest. "Zauber is very interested in the pageant and has given us a great deal of help in organizing it," Zurich stated. "He waived the $125 state pageant entrance fee for us and is also coming here to assist us with the dress rehearsal. Also," Zurich noted, "we were going to have a MSC student as the emcee but Zauber has offered to get us Miss New Jersey."

ZURICH EMPHASIZED that the pageant is not being conducted for "chauvinistic reasons" but that it should be held to provide the opportunity for girls who are interested in competing for scholarships at the state and national levels. Zurich noted that several MSC coeds had called Zauber expressing an interest in the contest after hearing that the pageant might not be held this year.

The pageant will be held Sunday, May 14 at 6:30 p.m. As an official preliminary contest for the Miss New Jersey pageant, it will be a three-minute talent routine and a bathing suit and gown competition are required as well as individual interviews with state judges.

Commenting upon future Miss MSC pageants, Zurich acknowledged that the outlook is not "too encouraging," "Interest is dying," he said, "because people are placing their values upon things more substantial than good looks."

---

**Carnival In Montclair**

By Lynda Emery
Staff Writer

On May 5 and 6, Montclair State students will be able to visit such places as Sapporo, Japan; Frankfort, Germany; Houston, Texas and even Transylvania. All for a dime. Carnival, College Life Union Board's annual fair, where for a ten-cent "chit" fun-seekers can try their luck at any of the twenty-odd booths erected in the faculty parking lot, has for its theme this year "Travelogue: Cities of the World."

"We chose this theme because it is wide open," commented Frank Bonavita, who with Carmella Marino, acts as Carnival chairman.

THUS FAR, twenty-five organizations have entered, Marino noted. "We sent out over 100 invitations to different organizations on campus requesting that they participate. But there has been no increase in the number of participants from last year."

But despite the change to earn money and receive a trophy, organizations are still reluctant to make the initial outlay to enter for fear that rain will cause Carnival to be cancelled, as has happened consistently for the past few years.

If it rains this year before construction of the booths begins, the chairman plan to postpone the event for a week. But this would be if all precautionary methods fail, those methods being, according to Marino and Bonavita, "prayer!"
In Jules Pfeiffer’s movie “Carnal Knowledge” Jonathan says, “Remember when you were a kid and the boys didn’t like the girls, only stoic little girls, what I’m trying to tell you is nothing’s changed. You think boys grow out of liking girls but we don’t grow out of it. We just grown horny. That’s the problem. We mix up liking puffy for liking girls. Believe me one couldn’t have less to do with the other.”

The observation is a valid one. However, there are reasons why an attitude such as this develops. Most hatred is based on fear and most fear is of the unknown. The “unknown” in this case is the woman.

A man is often heard to lament, “If I live to be a hundred, I’ll never understand that woman.” Our society makes it very difficult for two human beings of opposite sexes to get to know each other gradually and naturally.

SOCIALIZATION from the very beginning, say eighteen months, differentiates male and female. It is almost as if they take different routes for the first fourteen years of their lives. Having few experiences in common, they develop two different concepts of reality. It is only when sexual urges manifest themselves that men and women finally do come together.

Germaine Greer observed that, ideally, the sexual encounter occurs between two personalities and is a means of communication. This communication is likely to be very difficult between two people who have no common ground. It follows that the sexual attractiveness would have to be very strong to allow the man and woman the time needed to really get to know each other.

Unfortunately, many men and women form their opinions of each other not on personal experience, but on information received vicariously, for example, through the media.

The average man might glean some information from sources such as men’s magazines. It is not in spite of but because of the proliferation of men’s magazines devoted to displaying female bodies that men are ignorant about and unfamiliar with female physiology. These magazines set up a standard of woman and although she may vary in size and shape she usually conforms to certain specifications.

SHE MUST be young and show no signs of use, her skin is smooth silky and hairless. She is clean and has the odor of freshly laid ink. She must be sexual but until recently could show no signs of a sex organ. It is interesting to note that publications explicit photos of sex organs are deemed pornographic.

The result is that man has preconceived notions of woman. The problem is that they are one dimensional. When the man finds that the woman is just another human being who has to eat, sleep and defecate like anyone else he may be disillusioned but it may never occur to him that his model is faulty. Instead he may assume that it’s the woman’s inability to match up to the model.

The woman falls prey to the same kind of thinking. Too often she is led to believe that “man” is not just another human being to be known and understood, but rather something to be acquired. The growing girl is bombarded by advice, none of it is very enlightening as to the emotional, physical, psychological makeup of the man, it may tell her though “Ten Ways To Catch A Man.”

AT THIS point the sexes tend to polarize even further, for it is now that the woman embarks upon her tryst trip to trap a man. Perhaps the man senses this and resents this “passive-aggression.” The process dehumanizes the woman also so she does not cultivate her own qualities but false qualities.

The woman begins to define herself more and more in terms of men. Sooner or later the man begins to realize that in order to get what he’s after-sex—will have to play the game also. It is at this point that he begins to develop those qualities that he assumes the woman will admire.

With some vague notion that he must resemble a conquistador, he buckles under to the male stereotype, becoming aggressive, emotional, hard, a sexual gymnast. The tragedy is that ultimately both men and women end up along with the gag and become caricatures of themselves. They parody human relations and try to live up to false ideals.

THE ANTAGONISM between the sexes probably lies in the suspicion that something is all wrong. Of course, each will blame the other for making him or her live up to an inauthentic standard.

Feminism is important now because it is asking women to take the first step away from this sham. The important thing now is to minimize the polarity between the sexes and in doing so minimize that fear of the unknown. Perhaps this will in turn minimize the antagonism.

It is hard to believe but if Jules Pfeiffer’s Jonathan is any indication, then one half of the population has nothing in common with the other half. Moreover, they dislike the other half.

A Correction
In last week’s issue, bookstore manager Bertha Faber was misquoted as saying that Harcourt-Brace book company had raised its list prices to 20%. The company actually raised its prices by approximately 25%.

CLASSIFIED
Help Wanted: Male-Female, Are you interested in a rewarding career: an opportunity to fulfill your salary supplement your income or opportunity to let your ability supplement your income? We are a part time non-smoker. For Students, Faculty and Married Couples. Call Lafayette Language Institute, 640 Central Ave., E. Orange, N.J.

FOR SALE: 1971 Kawasaki 350 cc. $650. Call 743-3499, 6-10 p.m.

MORE!

---

TERMPAPERS
Research, written and professionally typed. All writers have a minimum BS, or BA degree (anywhere in the country for professionals). Call Collect (301) 656-5770

CORDLESS MASSAGER

Recycled (Used) Clothing
Jeans ................. Now only 2.00
Shirts .................. Assorted 1.50
Sweaters ............... 2.00
Suede Jackets ........ 5.00
Tails .................. 4.00
Wester Shirts ........ 2.00
制品 More

Record Albums
5.98 List ............................. Our price 3.99
9.98 List ............................. Our price 6.99

INNER DIMENSIONS
127 Watchung Ave.
Montclair, N.J.
Mon.-Sat. 10 A.M. to 10 P.M.

IF YOU ARE A POTENTIAL $20,000-A-YEAR MAN

We are seeking 2 men with executive sales ability and leadership background in college or business. Starting income up to $8000 per month during intense 3 month training period. Career opportunity with no ceiling on ultimate position, management opportunity if qualified. Organization specializing in the sale of life insurance to the business and professional markets. Call Joseph W. Detarney
212-732-8666

FEMINISM...PART III

‘But I’ll Never Understand Women...’
By Cathy Jacob and Morley Antebi

SPECIAL PRICES
For Students and Faculty
Overseas Delivery Arranged
Call us for Free Brochure

MG VOLVO JAGUAR TRIUMPH
Authorizes Sales & Service

IMPORTED MOTORS
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
34 Valley Road 746-4580

Speak: FRENCH, SPANISH, ITALIAN or GERMAN.

For those studying or traveling abroad
 intensive spring programs
 Special Early Bird Rates
 Courses Available For Masters Preparations

Call now: 675-4301

Lafayette Language Institute
640 Central Ave., E. Orange, N.J.

TOUR GUIDE WANTED
Office of Admissions needs 25 students to serve as guides for High School groups visiting the campus. Call Del Jones at Ext. 4715 or 5117. The admission office is located in the Bond House on South Campus.
"HAIL, HAIL, THE GANG'S ALL HERE..." Students join in dissent against Viet bombing.

**Striking -- A Matter of Conscience**

SIGN OF THE TIMES. Banners urge student...
SGA Executive Top Spot Sought By Four

By Maggie Scott
Staff Writer

The SGA Elections Committee ruled his low academic average made him ineligible for the presidential campaign. "I decided to become a write-in candidate," Ron Alston declared. "Because the SGA is not representing the student body. If I get a number of votes-I will have proved my point."

Ron Alston: Write-In.

By Carol Giordano
Staff Writer

"I view the SGA as a learning experience. I enjoy working for the students and getting involved," said Sam Crane, SGA presidential candidate. "In fighting the tuition hike, I've learned more about government than in any political science course because I've been getting involved," he added.

Sam Crane: Tution Crusader.

By Guy Ball
Staff Writer

With a strong platform taking up issues like campus life and student freedoms, Bruce Conforth leads the Provo slate in a serious attempt at the SGA presidency. "It's about time we tell the student what his role in the SGA and on campus is," Conforth noted. "As SGA legislators, we (he and his vice-presidential running mate Sue Haslett) fought hard for every one who had a case."

Bruce Conforth: Provo Hopeful.

By Bill Gibson
Staff Writer

"One of the most important things for a president to have is an open line of communications with the bulk of the student body. With my background and the fact that I'm on campus seven days a week, I feel that I am well aware of the campus problems," said Sal Meola, SGA presidential candidate.

Sal Meola: 'In Touch.'

Hit Top Elections, PIRG

Three referendums concerning SGA election procedures and formation of a campus Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) will be on tomorrow's ballot according to Terry B. Lee, SGA president.

In order for the measure to pass, 30% or approximately 1800 students must vote and of that amount each question must receive a majority.

The first two referendums open the executive offices of the SGA to all students regardless of class. Presently, freshmen are excluded from running.

The OTHER question discards the grade-average qualification which requires candidates to have a 2.5 average or better. Under the new law as long as a student is not on academic probation he may qualify.

The third questions concerns the formation of a Montclair State chapter of PIRG. This organization, according to Lionel Geltman, SGA match rep and the bill's sponsor, is involved in community affairs such as consumer protection. "If the students approve a $1.50 be deducted to help finance consultants to continue the programs continuity," Geltman said.

But Computers Don't Write

If you intend to vote for a write-in candidate in tomorrow's SGA elections, you had better bring your own paper on which to cast your vote. Three write-in candidates are running for offices but the present election rules make no provisions for casting write-in ballots. Vic DeLuca, a member of the election committee, introduced a bill Tuesday to the SGA which would specifically designate the procedure for write-ins.

Though the bill may alleviate future problems, the method for tomorrow's write-in voting is still undecided. The committee is awaiting the arrival of the bill to machines to see if extra spaces will be available. If no provision can be mechanically made, DeLuca hopes the election committee will provide paper, but if not, the voters will have to supply their own.

The next problem to be faced is if a write-in candidate should win the election—can he legally take office? DeLuca emphasized, "If a write-in candidate wins and is qualified for the office, I will personally help him go to court and sue to get his rightful position."
Crane And Ragan
Are The Team

Sam Crane is the most qualified candidate for the SGA presidency. His experience in the field of organization and coordination speaks for itself. During the tuition crisis, he personally directed the letter writing campaign which netted over 2500 petitions to legislators. The campaign was directly responsible for the Yates Resolution against the increase and subsequent debate on the issue still rages today.

Besides being a coordinator, Crane has something badly needed by the SGA—enthusiasm. The current administration under Terry Lee has proven to be a lethargic failure and led to a decline in legislative effectiveness.

To compliment the president, the vice-president must possess cool and logical administrative abilities. The person who best fills this description is Kathy Ragan.

In her two years here at Montclair State, Ragan has more than demonstrated her concern in campus community affairs. She has been a member of the SGA and is currently freshman orientation chairman.

We need Crane and Ragan to restore the vitality essential to the existence of the SGA and return effective leadership to the students.

Duo Okay

Tommorrow the students will be asked to ratify or defeat three referendums. Two are beneficial and necessary to the development of a campus community.

We endorse the establishment of the Public Interest Research Group, (PIRG) and the optional $1.50 fee which would finance it. The organization would represent a step forward in campus involvement with the consumer protection movement.

Also winning our approval is the referendum making all students—freshman through seniors—eligible to run for SGA executive office. It is a reform long overdue as freshmen are presently excluded from candidacy.

Stop The Bombing

Once again the United States has blundered. The bombing resumption over North Vietnam in response to its invasion of the South is an admittance of the failure of President Richard M. Nixon's policies. After all, South Vietnam has over 1,000,000 men under arms with an air force and navy that is second in size only to that of the Chinese. If this massive military strength is not enough to win their war then nothing is. We must end our participation in the conflict and allow the Vietnamese to decide their fate alone.

Guest Spot

Chaining The ‘Monster’

By Michael King
Sociology, '73

Two weeks ago a story "The bombing resumption over North Vietnam in response to its invasion of the South is an admittance of the failure of President Richard M. Nixon's policies. After all, South Vietnam has over 1,000,000 men under arms with an air force and army that is second in size only to that of the Chinese. If this massive military strength is not enough to win their war then nothing is. We must end our participation in the conflict and allow the Vietnamese to decide their fate alone."

The inequities of secondary schools a chance to receive remedial courses, a two-year college program and an opportunity to transfer to one of the four year institutions. MSC's Educational Opportunities Program (EOP) can be analogous to ECC on a token scale. Perhaps it is true that blue collar jobs go begging while there is a surplus of college graduates. The irony is that America has long been flaunting the criteria for success, money and prestige to be a college education. If this is what is important, why would anybody do anything but go to college?

The more well-educated people this country has, this democracy will, one day, be run by the people instead of by an affluent group with educated offspring. It is even possible that when we all have our PhD's jobs will be had by those who have the ability—not by those who have the most BS's after their name.

Clyde King

‘Unity Slate’ Means Well-Minded SGA

The SGA has, for the unenthused consecutive season, failed to provide for the needs and wants of the student body. Our student government has not lived up to the standards which are responsive to the $60 student activity fee which we pay each year. It seems as though once again we have been tricked out of our fees, despite the many promises which were made during the last SGA election. ALSTON ENDORSED

Therefore, for the sake of the students of this institution who have worked so hard and want very much to see their money work for them, I choose sides in the upcoming election. For the sake of unity I endorse Ron ‘West Side’ Alston for president, along with William Harmon for vice president and Gail Griffin for treasurer.

These three, who consider themselves as the Unity Slate, have assured us that they will deal on the present situation concerning the allocation and handling of our funds. The Unity Slate represent a platform which is conducive to a stable, well-thought-out government—a government which is for the people, by the people and of the people rather than for the pig by the pig and of the pig.

Many of you will shake your head and say, "I can't support the Unity Slate because everyone of them is black and my people are just not ready for that". FORGET IT

Well, all I can say is ready or not they're here. If you allow your own prejudice and the prejudice of everyone else to stop you from having what is yours then it is you, yourself, who is wrong. The time has come for us to either get our thing together or forget it. Because if we continue to allow our student government to forsake us and our elected officials like to us that we are dealing with a lost cause. The same lost cause will separate you from me and keep us both down like the underdog.
MONTCLARION Soapbox

Condemnation And Accolades

To the Editor: Well, people, it’s time for you to look inward. Have you every gone on a campaign on campus which needs your attention? In the space of two school weeks there have been two accidents on that miserable alley in back of Partridge Hall and the Fine Arts building which serves as one of the major thoroughfares on campus.

On the Wednesday before Easter vacation (March 22) a car coming out of the parking lot across from Partridge cut off another car and forced it to smash into a fire hydrant. The result was that two of my friends were seriously injured—one was hospitalized for more than a week.

Then on the Friday of the first week back from vacation (April 7) I walked out of Partridge and saw four cars smashed on that same road—obviously one car sideswiped another and caused a chain reaction due to the icy road. You should see how hastily the maintenance department was spreading salt after that.

Michael Boychuk

English, ’73

To The Editor: I would like to commend the MONTCLARION for its article on John McCloseky’s attempt to secure a position as a gay McGovern Delegate to the Democratic Convention. I would, however, like to make one addition to Carla Capizzi’s article.

At the National McGovern caucus, it was voted upon and resolved that every significant minority group would have fair representation on McGovern’s slate of delegates. It is estimated that gays make up 10% of the population in the US thus making homosexuals the third largest minority group in America.

It is unfortunate that McCloseky failed in his attempt to bring a breath of liberation to represented and provincial New Jersey. It is more unfortunate, however, that McCloseky failed in his endeavor because the very element which he was working for failed to support him. Oddly enough, most of his support came from the “straight” community which has traditionally suppressed homosexuals.

To me, this can only suggest one thing: that homosexuals are in a severe repressing themselves through their apathy and lack of political awareness. It’s about time that gays fall in the footsteps of other oppressed minority groups and exercise the political and economic power which we have to offer. It’s time to negate the invalid stereotypes held of homosexuals (unless the stereotypes are indeed valid) through concrete, constructive action. Gay community, I urge you to eradicate your apathy and come out of your self-imposed closet and live in dignity.

Fernando Ferre

To The Editor:

In this new phase of student activism, organized efforts are being directed to a collective representation of all students in the decision-making process. The ongoing battle against the tuition increase is an indication that students are tending towards establishing a stake in New Jersey higher education policies and the general priorities of funding state-financed programs and departments.

Of all the people who have provided input into the developing stages of the tuition issue, Sam Crane has shown some of the most astute conceptions of the political considerations and financial difficulties of the matter. My only qualification for heartily endorsing Sam’s candidacy has been the privilege of working with him these last few months and I only regret that I do not bear the added qualification of being able to vote for him in this Friday’s presidential election.

Steve De Messco

Rutgers/New Brunswick.

An Alternate Opinion

Political systems seem to beget an elite class of rulers and the Student Government Association of Montclair State is no exception. People who work too long within the system become part of the “ruling class” and, by nature of some intangible caste system grow, farther and farther away from the people they were elected to represent.

Political interests at MSC center around the second floor of the student life building and the class one organizations located there. This self imposed limit of interaction has been a prime factor in the shaping of SGA which, instead of providing a forum for the real problems of MSC students, has become nothing more than a rich uncle handing out money to his favorite nieces and nephews.

There is only one presidential candidate who is not an offspring of this system, Bruce Conforth, junior art major, is aware of the needs of the students at Montclair State and for this reason he support him.

Morsy X. Antebi, MONTCLARION photographer

Gay Ball, MONTCLARION photography editor

Cynthia Lepre, MONTCLARION magazine editor
Vice Presidential Hopefuls Differ

By Guy Ball  
Staff Writer

"By being in the SGA, we've seen them condescending to the administration and we want a change," noted Sue Haselett, the Provo candidate for vice president. "The power is ill-used because of bad government. The proof is the simple mark-up on book store books. The SGA doesn't care. It hasn't fought anything." 

"We (she and her presidential running mate, Bruce Conforth) are running not to oppose everything, just what we truly feel is wrong." She reiterated a plank in the program which said that "we will, when necessary, exercise our power to say no."

"As SGA legislators, we fought for the shuttle bus, the MAC cut, rights for the students and working with the ACLU." We were very successful, but I don't think the SGA saw all that concern." 

By Carla Capizzi  
Staff Writer

To be an effective SGA vice-president, Lionel Geltman feels, "Knowing Roberts' Rules is not enough." He believes that the vice-president's job is to "make sure people are working cohesively" and "to guide" the legislature at meetings. Geltman said the job requires judgement, control and "a lot of legwork." However, he is confident he can do the job.

Geltman, a junior math major, is "familiar with the workings of the SGA." This is his second year as School of Mathematics and Science SGA rep and last year he served as Elections Committee chairman. In addition, Geltman worked in the College Life Union Board (CLUB) as part of its concert committee during his freshman year. He has also been active in the campus radio station, VMS, serving alternately as an engineer, an announcer and the station's business manager. In

By Joanne Surowicz  
Staff Writer

"The SGA is the only area that can be a cohesive unit in representing the entire student body," emphasized Michael King vice-presidential candidate.

King, a junior sociology major, is conducting a write-in campaign for the SGA office. His decision to run was made conducting a write-in campaign for the approval of the Election Committee.

This factor could be detrimental to any candidate but King feels the extra work is worth the effort in order to build a "responsive SGA."

DURING HIS three years at Montclair State, King has been actively involved in many human relation committees and projects. He is currently the student chairman and public relations officer of the MSC Helpline, vice-president of the Newman Community, a member of the Human Relations Lab planning committee and a member of the CLUB lecture committee. King ran a drive to aid Newman Community, a member of the Republican Student Club, the SGA saw all that concern."

By Carol Giordano  
Staff Writer

"I'd like the SGA to start broadening its spectrum and start working with other colleges and their student governments to find out how they serve their students," commented Kathy Ragan, vice-presidential hopeful.

The sophomore math major added that she would like to see the SGA "stop being so concerned with itself that it hasn't been representing the students."

Along with Roy Hitchfield of the Council on International and National Affairs, Ragan arranged last week's forum on bookstore prices. "I was very disappointed in the turnout," she said. "At the beginning of every semester, there are a lot of complaints about bookstore prices. But that day we had the beautiful weather against us." She noted, that those who attended were satisfied with the information provided by bookstore personnel.

Ragan is actively involved in several campus organizations. In addition to her position as an SGA legislator, she has served as sophomore class vice-president and recording secretary of the College Life Union Board in the past year. She is also chairman of freshman orientation and a member of Kappa Sigma Rho sorority.

THE LODI resident suggested the establishment of a joint college committee to investigate the New Jersey lottery, "since it was supposed to provide funds for higher education." She also favors the complete elimination of the tuition hike.

"The Montclair Athletic Commission should be a class one organization," Ragan said, because it would give the SGA more say in its budget.

And Bring Your Pad...  
By Cora Fisher  
Staff Writer

Lynda Emery, junior English major, is running for secretary. Emery is the current clerk of the SGA and will be next year's editor-in-chief of La Campana.

Cora Fisher, freshman art major, is a candidate for secretary on the Provo slate. Fisher promises popular representation for the campus community.

Pennies Jingle, Jangle, Jingle

Gail Goffen, a junior home economics major, is a member of the home economics student advisory council, the home economics club and the Black Organization for Success in Society (BOSIS).

Val Misser, sophomore English major, is the Provo candidate for treasurer. Misser is a former member of the Inter-Dormitory council.

Marcia Solomon, junior accounting major, is running for treasurer. Solomon is a member of the student center policy board and is co-chairman of the commuter commission.

Dianna Terlizzi, sophomore math major, is a treasurer candidate. Terlizzi was the chairman of CLUB's Winter Weekend and is the financial co-chairman of Carnival.
SPRAGUE SOAPBOX. Vic De Luca, SGA history rep, addresses crowd at impromptu rally.

but mail remains nearly deserted.

at Sprague library to denounce Vietnam war.
**Humanitarians Plan Readings**

A series of informal readings has been scheduled for the rest of the semester by a group of interested professors in the School of Humanities, to create a broader exchange of ideas and more dialogue between the students and faculty.

Each session will last approximately 20-30 minutes. During this time each member will briefly present book or books which has recently impressed him and read a short selection from the work.

“I found that, in talking to the other faculty members, there were very few people who had the time to keep on top of the literary scene. By getting together informally like this, we hope to be able to guide each other toward some good literature out of the mass bulk of bad literature available,” said Dr. Robert Glick, professor of French and organizer of the program.

The first reading will be held on Tues., May 2, at 2 p.m. in Partridge 214. Other faculty members who have decided to participate in the program are Dr. Claire Healy and Jeanine Barret of the English department and Janet Susi of the Spanish department. All members of the college community are invited to attend.

Bill Gibson

Carlin Tells All

In recent years George Carlin has emerged as one of the brightest and freshest comics around. With his first album, “George Carlin/FM & AM,” he brings his genius to an eagerly awaiting public.

The “Divorce Game” is Carlin at his best, hilariously funny yet incisively sarcastic. He weaves his material around a format which the average American can understand — the daytime tv show. The end result is a funny, biting commentary on our present divorce system. (Yes, we like to be just as fair as the courts in determining alimony. So we’ll just go over here to the alimony board . . .)

Keeping with the highly effective game show format, Carlin preys upon America’s materialistic attitude in “Let’s Make A Deal.” He does not exaggerate the situation, if anything he underexaggerates, and yet he maintains the image of a real life broadcaster. “Shoot!” is tongue-in-cheek look at the double standard of language which many Americans use. He also fantasizes about the possible situations which might arise if words were taken at face value. His examples center around the minuscule adventures of a narcotics agent who is unfamiliar with the double meanings in the drug culture.

America’s obsession with the sensual pleasures is explored in “Sex in Commercials.” Carlin looks at the different types of sex that the ad agencies sell to the viewing public, going from sex appeal (take if all off) to perversion (I’ll walk a mile for a Camel) to the anatomical details (Silk Thins).

Carlin delves into many other aspects of American life: the 11 o’clock news, Ed Sullivan, beards, hairpieces, drugs, birth control, and radio. The album is a revealing look at Americans — as seen by other Americans. It is a look well worth remembering.

**Bangla Desh**

Harrison With a Little Help from His Friends

By Charles Ward Staff Reviewer

Audience response at the movies seems reserved for acts of intense violence. James Bond electrocutes Odd Job in movies seems reserved for acts of intense violence. James Bond

ex-Beatle Ringo Starr, the English group Badfinger (a Beatles’ discovery) Klaus Voorman and veteran session performer Billy Preston. Preston all but steals the show with his dynamic rock-gospel tune “That’s the Way God Planned It.”

On hand as a special ex-Beatle Ringo Starr, the English group Badfinger (a Beatles’ discovery) Klaus Voorman and veteran session performer Billy Preston. Preston all but steals the show with his dynamic rock-gospel tune “That’s the Way God Planned It.”

On hand as a special guest star is Bob Dylan who, at the request of Harrison, broke his two year self imposed exile from public appearance. Backed by a superb troupe of musicians, Dylan does a quartet of his songs, concluding with “Just Like A Woman.”

The reason this film succeeds where other rock films fail is because it is what it says it is and nothing more.

By Deborah Lombardi Staff Reviewer

“After Magritte” and “The Real Inspector Hound.” Tom Stoppard’s plays which had their American premiere at the Theater Four on Sunday, have to be seen to be appreciated. Mere description can do no justice to the zany but human and comic antics.

Both plays are rather absurd in conception and Joseph Hardy’s direction accentuates the broad comedy and sometimes stereotyped, sometimes sensitive characterization.

“After Magritte,” the first play on the program, is fairly short and simple. In it Stoppard, the author of “Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead,” examines the differing reactions to a commonplace phenomenon — something happens as one goes past in a car and never quite knowing what it was one saw. Reginald, his wife Thelma and their mother (they are not sure to whom she belongs) have differing impressions of the incident. the police arrive with yet another. Eventually it becomes apparent that the man everyone saw was actually the police officer, Inspector Foot, who was chasing a pet.

The ridiculous characters are played engagingly and with strong attention to puns and word play by Carrie Nye and Konrad Matthaie as the young couple, Jane Connell (Mother) and Carrie Nye as Inspector Foot (as Reginald puts it) “of the Yard.”

“The Real Inspector Hound” is a difficult play to discuss. The two main characters are caricatures of critics: Moon, the young, paranoid second-string reviewer who layers his articles with symbols and name dropping is brilliantly portrayed by the quavery voiced David Rounds and Birdboot, self-righteously played by Tom Lacy, who is concerned with composing marquise jingles and “helping” young actresses to the top. Both are watching an abysmally bad provincial murder mystery.

The critics are kept isolated from the red draped set by sitting in a box to the side of the stage. But Birdbooth, infatuated with the actress playing Lady Cynthia Muldon, is pulled into the action onstage and ultimately killed by it. Just before Moon meets the same fate, the identities of the real Inspector Hound are hilariously revealed.

It takes talent for an actor to pretend to act badly and the cast of the mystery is adept at this, the identities of the real Inspector Hound are hilariously revealed.


‘Inspector Hound’

What? The Dog Did It

‘Bangla Desh’

Harrison With a Little Help from His Friends

By Charles Ward Staff Reviewer

Audience response at the movies seems reserved for acts of intense violence. James Bond...
Shakespeare's Spring

By Donna Lee Goldberg
Staff Writer

"You don't have to be a member of the alumni to take part in the upcoming Alumni Festival Weekend at MSC. Although originally the festival was primarily for the alumni, it has now been opened to all members of the college and New Jersey communities," said Dr. L. Howard Fox of the speech and theater department, chairman for the festival.

The festival, which will accent the fine and performing arts, will begin on Fri. April 28 when alumni or current graduate students of the School of Fine and Performing Arts will bring their students to MSC. Those who attend will have a wide variety of activities to choose from, ranging from art workshops to viewing student films to enjoying scenes from "Funny Girl" and "The Bald Soprano" and improvisations. Classes will be cancelled in the School of Fine and Performing Arts from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. so that the students will be free to participate in the activities.

All 200 participants are from 25 N J schools. Fox explained, "Every alumni and graduate student was given an opportunity to come and a choice of things to do. Invitations have also been extended to the entire college community." Following the presentations and activities, panels of art majors and faculty members will conduct rap sessions with the high school students. Then they will attend the Friday matinee of Players' "As You Like It." Quite proud of the weekend, Fox stated, "This is the first time that it has been conducted on an inter-departmental or school basis. Before it had always been on a departmental basis."

Later on Friday, there will be an alumni art exhibit, a performance of "As You Like It" and a post curtain reception for the alumni.

Saturday morning will feature a series of free workshops and demonstrations planned by student-faculty teams in each department. The art department will have continuous demonstrations of ceramics, photography, printmaking, sculpture and textiles. On the other hand, the speech and theater departments will offer such things as make-up, stage lighting, voice and speech improvement and dance demonstrations. The programs will span the morning from 10:45 a.m. to 12:45 p.m.

Sunday, the last day of the festival, will feature tours of the college facilities and several exhibits. Following that, there will be an "Improvisational Spectacular" created jointly by art, dance, music, speech and theater students.

No alumni weekend would be complete without its touch of nostalgia. "On Sunday night the speech and theater alumni will entertain the students and faculty with skits from their era," said Fox.
And when the snow had gone and spring burst upon the land, the people rejoiced and drank of spring wine.

Start your own spring celebration with Tyrolia, California white wine and natural fruit flavors. The new wine that captures the spirit of spring. Pure wine that’s as light and bright as that first spring day. With the crisp, clean taste of oranges, lemons and flowery spices. Drink Gallo Tyrolia, the wine of spring. And celebrate!
New Record Shows Conforth’s No Bum

By Joanne Surowicz
Sports Writer

At 8 a.m. last Wednesday morning, Bruce Conforth, Student Government Association presidential hopeful and Sue Haslett, vice-presidential candidate, scaled the fence at the MSC tennis courts to begin a marathon match. At 8:13 a.m. the first ball was served. At 2:13 p.m. they unofficially tied the world’s record of a six-hour tennis game and at 2:33 p.m. the two weary candidates left the courts in triumph after adding 20 minutes to the world’s record.

Under a cloudless blue sky, on a day when the temperature reached 80 degrees, the Provo candidates attempted to show their stamina under grueling conditions. They succeeded in getting pre-season sunburns and the attention of a few curious observers.

THE SIX hour-and-20-minute match was an up and down, back and forth game, not dominated by either player. Rules for the Conforth-Haslett match required that one member of the original starters be playing at all times. Conforth insisted on going all the way, though Val Missett, a disqualified SGA candidate, filled in for Haslett so she could take periodic breaks. The two starting players finished the scoreless match.

The official time of the game was recorded and submitted to the company in charge of the Guinness Book of World Records, the book containing a listing of every imaginable record-breaking event in the world.

CONFORTH EXPLICITLY stated that the reason for the tennis marathon was “to get publicity for our campaign...certainly not for our health.”

The match was the idea of the candidates’ campaign managers Leon Varjian and Alan Jacobs.

Conforth stated that “even though it may not be tournament play, we consider it the standing record for this time. Besides, nobody else would be crazy enough to do this.”

While retrieving a dead ball, Conforth issued a challenge to the other two presidential candidates, Sam Crane and Sal Meola. “Val and I challenge Sam and Sal to a game of pool - the winner shall be declared president of the SGA.”

CRANE AND Meola haven’t taken the cue from Conforth as of yet, but a match between the three might serve as an interesting note to the campaign.

PROVO SWEATS IT OUT: Bruce Conforth, Provo candidate for SGA president, forehands ball in his marathon tennis match. Conforth and vice-presidential hopeful Sue Haslett set an unofficial world’s record for a single tennis match by playing six hours and 20 minutes. The old record of six hours was set in 1920.

The Council on International and National Affairs and The Montclarion are sponsoring Geraldo Rivera WABC-tv “Eyewitness News” newsman MONDAY MAY 8 at 8 p.m. Memorial Auditorium SGA free Others .50
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BLURRING SPEED—Montclairian photographer caught this action in the women’s hurdles last Tuesday.

MSC lost to Southern Connecticut State, 61-54, but Gail Fitzgerald won the hurdles for the Squaws in 11.5 time.

In Lacrosse

MSC Hosts Marist

Montclair State students will get a chance to view MSC’s infant lacrosse team Saturday afternoon in its first and only scheduled home meet at Anderson Park in Upper Montclair. Coach Al Jackson’s stickmen will face Marist College at 1 p.m.

The match will be an important one according to team member Brian Loughlin. “That’s when we’ll really be able to tell how we’re doing because Marist is a first-year team.”

THE INDIANS hold a 4-3, on an overtime goal. Loughlin, a sophomore, was one of the blockers. Houston Webber and Gill Paladino as the impetus of MSC’s offense.

Frank McNulty will handle the chores at the goal and Al Tinquiste, the only other Indian besides Webber who has had lacrosse experience, will be in charge of the crease defense. Other defenders are George Wolf and Craig Degnaro.

FRANKLIN WALKER, Charlie Noonan and Ben Jaggello will take charge of the midfield for the Indians.

Indian Wrap-up

Tom Roushey, MSC’s number one high jumper picked up a first for the Indians despite a last-second slip, clearing the bar at 6’4”.

MSC OUTDISTANCED opponents in nearly all running events, but fell short in the field area. Horn acknowledged a weakness in the weights, “We’ve got three good shot putters, but two are out for football and the third is working towards a weight-lifting title. As far as running, we usually do fare well, even with the boys sometimes competing in two or three races each.

Ask about the absence due to illness of key runner Vic MizZONE, Horn said “With him we’re excellent. Without Vic, it’s touch-and-go.” However, he added, “If he gets himself into shape, he may go in the Penn Relays. Before his virus he was ready to break the school record in the mile.”

Other runners qualifying for the Penn Relays tomorrow and Saturday, in addition to Mizzone, are McGrath, Weiss, Roushey, Bill Lowing, Craig Meehan and Bill Terrell.

By Kathy Blumenstock
Sports Writer

Monday afternoon’s overcast skies and threats of rain were unable to cloud the stellar performance of Montclair State runner Greg Weiss in the Indians’ triangular track meet in which they fell to Trenton State 87-60, and downed Jersey City, 114-23.

In what his teammates and coach called “one of the most fantastic races ever run on this track,” Weiss turned in a 49.3 quarter-mile anchor lap in the mile relay, making up a deficit of nearly 40 yards to nose out Trenton State’s conference champ.

“HE DID it in the last tenth,” commented Dr. George Horn. “He just pushed himself over the wire. I don’t know when or if Montclair State will ever see another runner like Greg.”

Captain Kevin McGrath captured the mile in 4:29, leading the field of six runners for the entire race. Freshman Tim O’Donoghue, the Indians’ unofficial entry, followed hot on his heels with a time of 4:32.

Weiss Anchors Relay Victory

Montclair Photo by Guy Bail

ANN MARIE MONTESENO sets up for a return against her Douglass College opponent. MSC’s women tennis players lost to the visitors Tuesday afternoon, 3-2.

Montclair Photo by Guy Bail.

BACKCOURT BACKHAND—Ann Marie Montesino sets up for a return against her Douglass College opponent. MSC’s women tennis players lost to the visitors Tuesday afternoon, 3-2.